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Abstract. As information systems are increasingly being called upon to play vital roles in organizations, conceptual modelling techniques need to be extended to
relate information structures and processes to business and organizational objectives. We propose a framework which focuses on the modelling of strategic actor
relationships (“A-R”) for a richer conceptual model of business processes in their
organizational settings. Organizations are viewed as being made up of social actors
who are intentional – have motivations, wants, and beliefs – and strategic – they
evaluate their relationships to each other in terms of opportunities and vulnerabilities. The framework supports formal modelling of the network of dependency
relationships among actors, and the systematic exploration and assessment of
alternative process designs in reengineering. The semantics of the modelling concepts are axiomatically characterized. By embedding the framework in the Telos
language, the framework can also potentially serve as an early-requirements phase
tool in a comprehensive information system development environment.

1 Introduction
The need to model and understand the organizational or business environment within
which an information system is intended to operate is well recognized (e.g., [2, 1]). The
recent concept of business reengineering further highlights the need to relate information
systems to business objectives. When used innovatively, information technology can
bring about dramatic improvements in organizational performance, such as increased
speed, reduced costs, and improved quality and service. By enabling people to work
in ways that were not possible before, information systems often play key roles in
reengineered business processes (e.g., [18, 9, 15]).
Conceptual modelling techniques can potentially be applied to help understand and
redesign business processes. Basic concepts for modelling the world such as entities,
activities, assertions, and time have been formalized in a number of modelling frameworks (e.g., [12, 10, 22, 31]). However, to more fully support the types of knowledge
and reasoning involved in business redesign, a specialized ontology with additional
concepts would be helpful.
In order to understand a business process, it is often not enough to know what
entities exist, what activities occur, and what relationships hold, but also why they
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exist, occur, or hold. In the reengineering literature, it has been argued that without an
understanding of why things are done the way they are, one is likely to use computers
simply to automate outdated processes, and thus unable to realize the true potential that
information technology has to offer [14].
Business processes, unlike processes that are executed by machines, exist in social
organizational settings. Organizations are made up of social actors who have goals and
interests, which they pursue through a network of relationships with other actors. A
richer model of a business process should therefore include not only how work products
(entities) progress from process step to process step (activities), but also how the actors
performing these steps relate to each other intentionally, i.e., in terms of concepts
such as goal, belief, ability, and commitment. When an organization seeks new ways
for organizing work, actors who have goals and interests are likely to evaluate these
proposal strategically, e.g., in terms of potential opportunities and threats. A model
for supporting business process reengineering should be able to express and support
reasoning about these types of intentional
and strategic actor relationships (“A-R”).

In this paper, we present the framework (pronounced i-star) for modelling intentional, strategic actor relationships. The framework consists of two main components.
The Strategic Dependency (SD) model describes a business organization in terms of the
dependencies that actors have on each other in accomplishing their work. It is used to
represent a particular design for a business process. The Strategic Rationale (SR) model
describes the reasoning that actors have about the different possible ways of organizing
work, i.e., different configurations of Strategic Dependency networks. It is used to assist
actors in understanding the existing process, and to systematically generate alternatives
in order to arrive at new process designs that better address business objectives and
private concerns.
Earlier versions of the framework has been presented in the context of requirements
engineering [33], business process reengineering [35, 36], software process modelling
[37], and analysis of the organizational impact of computing [34]. This paper extends
earlier work by defining the features of the SR model and giving the highlights of its
formalization. It also further clarifies how the framework assists in the understanding
of business processes, and the generation and evaluation of alternatives. A popular
reengineering example from the goods acquisition domain (from [14]) is used to illustrate
the framework throughout.
In section 2, we briefly review the features of the SD model. Section 3 presents the
features of the SR model. In section 4, we illustrate how the framework can be used to
assist in a business process reengineering effort. In section 5, we present some highlights
of the semantics that underlie the modelling concepts, and their formal representation
in the conceptual modelling language Telos. In section 6, we discuss our approach and
compare it with related work. We conclude in section 7 by placing this work in the larger
context of E-R and conceptual modelling and outline some future directions.

2

The Strategic Dependency (SD) Model

A common way of describing a business process is by identifying the work products that
flow from one work unit to another. These are often called work flow models (Figure
2
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Fig. 1. “Work flow” model of a goods acquisition process

1). More detailed models would identify activities within each unit.
These models typically describe what entities (and relationships) exist in an organization, what activities occur, and what conditions hold at what time, but cannot express
why. They are non-intentional in that actors or work units in these models are not taken
to have motivations, intents, or rationales.
In a Strategic Dependency model, actors are taken to have goals, and use means-ends
knowledge in attempting to achieve goals. In an organizational setting, actors are able
to achieve many things that they are unable to achieve in isolation. Each organizational
actor depends on others for some part of what it wants, and are in turn depended on by
others. One consequence of this is that they are no longer entirely free to choose their
own goals or actions.
Figure 2 shows a Strategic Dependency model for the goods acquisition example.
A client depends on purchasing in order to have an item. Purchasing depend on the
vendor to deliver the item, and on receiving to receive it. The vendor depends on accounts payable for payment, while accounts payable depends on purchasing information,
receiving status, and the invoice.
A Strategic Dependency model is a graph, where each node represents an actor,
and each link between two actors indicates that one actor depends on the other for
something in order that the former may attain some goal. We call the depending actor
the depender, and the actor who is depended upon the dependee. The object around
which the dependency relationship centres is called the dependum.
By depending on another actor for a dependum, an actor is able to achieve goals that
it was not able to do without the dependency, or not as easily or as well. At the same
time, the depender becomes vulnerable. If the dependee fails to deliver the dependum,
3
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Fig. 2. A Strategic Dependency model of a goods acquisition process

the depender would be adversely affected in its ability to achieve its goals.
We distinguish among four types of dependencies, based on the type of the dependum. In a goal dependency, an actor depends on another to bring about a condition in the
world. The dependum (the goal) is an assertion that the dependee will make true. The
dependee is free to choose how to accomplish the goal. The depender is only interested
in the outcome. In a task dependency, an actor depends on another to carry out an activity
(the dependum). The activity specification constrains the choices that the dependee can
make regarding how the task is to be performed. Typically, this is expressed in terms of
the components of the tasks and their interrelationships. In a resource dependency, an
actor depends on another for the availability of an entity. Entities represent objects in
the world. They can be physical or informational.
A softgoal dependency is a hybrid of goal and task dependency. An actor depends
on the dependee to bring about a condition in the world, but the criteria is not sharply
defined as in the case of (hard-)goal dependency. Typically, the dependee has a number
of ways for achieving the goal. The depender indicates which combination of choices
would sufficiently meet the desired softgoal. We say that a softgoal is satisficed rather
than satisfied [5].
A dependency can be open, committed, or critical, reflecting the degree of dependency [35].
A Strategic Dependency model presents a richer picture of an organization than
conventional workflow models that are based on non-intentional entity and activity
relationships. If an item is not received, or payment is not forthcoming, one could not
infer from a workflow model what activities might ensue, unless these are explicitly
specified. In an intentional model, because actors are taken to be goal-oriented and have
4

freedom to choose actions (decision-making) within limits, one could infer what actors
might do without all details being explicitly described.
A business process would typically appear as a chain of dependency relationships,
rather than as a sequence of input-output flows. However, in an intentional dependency
model, many additional relationships can be expressed, covering associated concerns
such as risks and incentives. A dependency need not have an accompanying flow. These
other concerns are not usually regarded as part of a process per se, although they are
often crucial to the success of a process, and therefore should be modelled.
To model complex patterns of social relationships, the SD model differentiates the
generic concept of actor into roles, positions, and agents. A role is an abstract actor.
Concrete, physical agents such as human beings (or software agents) play roles. A
position is a collection of roles that are typically played by a single agent. Roles,
agents, and positions can be related by intentional relationships, besides being associated
by the plays, occupies, and covers relationships. For example, an agent can have an
expectation on a position that it offers good opportunities for career advancement [37].
The different types of actors, as well as dependums, are organized using conceptual
modelling dimensions such as classification, generalization, and aggregation.

3 The Strategic Rationale (SR) Model
While the Strategic Dependency model provides a description of external relationships
among actors, it hides the relationships that are inside an actor, e.g., how incoming
dependencies (for which the actor is dependee) are related to outgoing dependencies
(actor is depender). In the Strategic Rationale model, we model the internal relationships
within an actor, so that we can describe and support actors’ reasoning about their external
relationships.
We show how an actor meets its incoming dependencies (or internal goals and
desires) by modelling actor’s “ways of doing things” – which we call tasks. A task is
broken down into its components. Components are broken down into sub-components,
and so forth. However, unlike in the conventional, non-intentional modelling of activities
and their decomposition into sub-activities, the SR model recognizes the presence of
freedom and choice at each level of decomposition. Each component of a task is an
intentional element, the internal counterpart to the concept of dependum in the SD
model. An intentional element (or simply element) can be a goal, a task, a resource, or
a softgoal.
Since there can be more than one way to achieve a goal, to perform a task, to
produce a resource, or to satisfice a softgoal, we introduce an intervening means-ends
link between an element (the end) and each way (the means) of decomposing it into
sub-elements. For example, to have an item ordered, one could order by phone, or one
could order by issuing a purchase order (Figure 3).
An actor need not address incoming dependencies entirely by its own effort. Intentional elements can be delegated to other actors by way of outgoing dependencies.
For example, a third way to have an item ordered is to have it done by a purchasing
specialist.
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Fig. 3. A Strategic Rationale model showing alternative ways of accomplishing “having an item”

A Strategic Rationale model is a graph. There are four main types of nodes – goal,
task, resource, and softgoal – and two main types of links – means-ends links and task
decomposition links. Subtypes of means-ends links are based on the type of the nodes
that the link connects. For example, a Goal-Task link is a means-ends link with a task
as the means and a goal as the end.
A task decomposition link can be a subgoal, subtask, resource, or softgoal link. For
each type of task decomposition link, there is a corresponding type of dependency link.
For example, when a subgoal is delegated, the link becomes a goal dependency link.
A task decomposition link or dependency link can be open or committed. There can
be constraints amongst components of a task, such as temporal precedence. These are
expressed in the formal notation (the assertion language of Telos), but are not shown in
the graphical presentation.
We use the term routine to refer to a hierarchy of successive decompositions and
means-ends reductions which includes only one alternative at each choice point. For
example, buying an item by having a purchasing specialist order it is one routine for
achieving the goal of having an item (see Figure 3). Another routine might involve
borrowing it through some particular channel.
Means-ends links are seen as applications of generic means-ends relationships that
are potentially applicable in other contexts. We use the term rule to refer to a generic
means-ends relationship.
In trying to come up with innovative ways for reorganizing work, the focus is on key
elements that would make significant differences when comparing new proposals to the
existing process and amongst each other. It would be counter-productive for a modelling
scheme to require, at the process design stage in a reengineering effort, an exhaustive
6

specification of how an actor does it work. Hence, in the SR model, we do not assume
that each task decomposition provides the complete list of components. The components
included are those that are sufficiently significant (“strategic”) to warrant attention during
the process design/redesign stage. Elements that are left out are assumed to be those
that can be dealt with unproblematically by the actor at the time of task execution, and
therefore have no strategic implications. We call these primitively workable elements.
In the development of routines for understanding or exploration of alternatives, the
workability of a routine is evaluated recursively from the workability of its elements.
Softgoals are treated a little differently from the other three types of intentional
elements. Softgoals provide a qualitative assessment scheme on top of the rudimentary
assessment of workability. A softgoal is typically a quality (or non-functional) attribute
on one of the other intentional elements in a routine, e.g., that a payment be issued
promptly. Pay-when-invoiced and pay-when-goods-received are two different ways of
making payment. These are functional alternatives because each produces the desired
effect that payment is made. The promptly softgoal is a qualitative goal on how the
functional effects are to be achieved. Because functional alternatives also address nonfunctional softgoals (as well as functional (hard) goals), the contribution that each
functional alternative makes towards a non-functional goal is also represented as a
means-ends link. These links, however, have additional attributes which indicate the
sense (positive or negative) and extent of the contribution. Following [5], we use a notion
of satisficing to distinguish between contributions that sufficiently or insufficiently
address or fulfil a softgoal. These are marked as  and  respectively in the graphical
notation.
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Fig. 4. Using softgoals to evaluate and guide generation of alternatives

The example in Figure 4 shows that pay-when-goods-received contributes positively
to the softgoal of prompt payment, and is considered to adequately address the goal.
Pay-when-invoiced contributes negatively to prompt payment, but not excessively so.
Each softgoal node has a satisficing status. The status of a softgoal node can be computed
by a labelling procedure from the statuses of descendent nodes in the network [5].
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4

Using Strategic Actor-Relationship Modelling in Reengineering

Reengineering involves developing a good understanding of the current process, generation of new  alternatives,
and the evaluation of alternatives. The set of modelling

concepts in the framework facilitates these aspects of reengineering.
Understanding the current process. The Strategic Dependency model encourages
a deeper understanding of a business process by focusing on intentional dependencies
among actors, beyond the usual understanding based on the flow of physical or informational entities and the activities that process them. The SD model helps identify what
is at stake, for whom, and what impacts are likely if a dependency fails. For example,
who would care if an item is not received, or if an item is not paid for? By following
the chain of dependencies, one can identify how actors are able to expand what they are
able to accomplish by depending on others, and also the vulnerabilities that accompany
the opportunities. For example, a client is able to have an item ordered, even if she did
not have the knowhow or resources to do so (Figure 1). But in depending on a purchasing specialist, she also becomes vulnerable to the latter’s failures. The SD model
facilitates the identification of participants and stakeholders, and thus in determining
the appropriate scope for a reengineering effort.
The Strategic Rationale model encourages a more specific understanding of the
reasons behind why things are done in a certain way in an organization. The “whys” are
revealed as decomposition and means-ends links that lead to outgoing dependencies are
sought. Alternatively, starting from incoming dependencies, inquiry into the routines
used by an actor would reflect the asking of “how” questions. The deeper understanding
that is captured in the SD and SR models reflects the goal-seeking, free but sociallyconstrained, yet strategically-concerned character of organizational actors that is absent
in conventional models of business processes.
Generation of new alternatives. The search for new and innovative alternatives to an
existing business process is the central objective of business reengineering. The explicit
representation of means-ends relationships in the SR model provides a systematic way
for exploring the space of possible new process designs. Once an initial understanding
of the existing process has been developed using the SD and SR models, other means to
the identified ends can be systematically sought. Generic knowledge in the form of rules
can be used to suggest new possibilities. For example, when an expert system capable
of doing ordering of simple items becomes available, this knowledge can be coded as
a rule. When searching for new ways to have items ordered, this would be identified as
an alternative.
New alternatives often challenge hidden assumptions in existing process. For example, in searching for ways to make payment, pay-when-goods-received might be
identified as an alternative to the customary pay-when-invoiced-received. The new rule
challenges the assumption that invoices are necessary in the goods acquisition process
[36].
The reengineering literature tends to emphasize the benefits of radically new ways
of doing work. However, when new alternatives are proposed, one must also consider
their implications on many other factors. The SR model facilitates the identification of
cross-impacts with other issues by the use of multiple means-ends links to softgoals.
Means-ends rules can be used in reverse (given means, identify the ends) to find out
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for supporting reengineering

what other goals are affected when adopting a new alternative. Such links may be traced
to other affected actors (stakeholders) through the SD model. For example, while paywhen-goods-received eliminates invoices and therefore significantly reduces error, it is
not so good for accounting control, which is a concern of the auditor. It also affects cash
flow negatively, which is a concern of the corporate treasury.
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Evaluation of alternatives. The framework also supports the evaluation of alternatives. The concept of workability provide a first-cut assessment of proposed routines.
The evaluation of the satisficing statuses of softgoals provide a finer-grained, qualitative
assessment. An interactive process of exploration
and judgement is assumed. Figure 5

illustrates a reengineering scenario using the framework.

5

Formal Representation

Formal representation of the modelling concepts enables computer-based tools to be
developed to support the modelling and reasoning. Techniques for means-ends reasoning have been well-developed in the field of artificial intelligence (e.g.,[25]). External
characterization of intentional agents using concepts such as beliefs, goals, ability,
and commitment have also been developed (e.g.,[6, 32]). In the usage context of our
framework, the objective of formal representation is not to have computer-generated
reengineering solutions, but to use means-ends rules to suggest potential solutions, to
check constraints, to maintain a network of rationales and assumptions, and also to benefit from knowledge structuring facilities that conceptual modelling schemes provide.
Techniques from AI need to be adapted to suit our objective of modelling human social
organizations, rather than the creation of artificial, computational agents. In this section,
we present some highlights in the formal characterization of the SR and SD models.
Further details are given in [38].
The characterization of the SR model is intended to capture the following intuitions.
During process design, one of the basic activities is to look for routines that are workable.
Routines are obtained by recursively reducing goals (or other intentional elements) using
means-ends rules and task decomposition. For an open element to be workable, and actor
 either knows how to do it (primitively workable), or knows someone who can do it. For
a committed element to be workable, either  knows how to do it, or has commitment
from someone who can do it, or else  must further reduce it through a routine until it
is workable. We simplify the presentation by using a generic intentional element  . The
variations for goal, task, resource, or softgoal as intentional elements are given in [38].
We say that a task  is workable if all its components (predicate  , for element) are
workable, and all of its constraints (predicate   ) are believed to hold.
 Wt:

  !#"$&%'()*+)  !-,.  /0213%'45)  64  !7,98:  4(+0

The criteria for an element being workable depends on whether it is an open element
or a committed element of the task. An open element  (satisfying predicate ;<* ) is
>
workable if  is an open dependency ( = ), or if it is workable under the (stronger)
criteria of a committed element. A committed element  (predicate * ) is workable if
 is primitively workable (predicate ?A@ ), or if there is some workable means-ends link
(predicate BC ) linking it to a workable routine, or if  is an outgoing dependency and
>
there is another agent D committed to producing  for  ( EGF ). (HI@ is  ’s repertoire of
routines.)
 We:

 Weo:
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A routine X is workable if all of the elements specified in its _Y`Ma attribute (i.e., the
“means” part) is workable and all of its subroutines are workable.
 Wu:
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A means-ends link  with X as the means and  as the end is workable if the agent has
a rule for that means-ends relationship and the agent believes the applicability condition
o of that rule to hold. (p @ is the actor’s repertoire of rules.)
 Wl:
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In the Strategic Dependency model (SD), the external actor relationships are characterized in terms of more basic intentional concepts, namely, belief, goal, ability, and
commitment. We use a right-pointing arrow to denote outgoing dependency (actor is
depender) and the left-pointing arrow for incoming dependency (actor is dependee).
The opportunity aspect of a dependency is characterized as: actor  has open dependency if it believes that there exists some actor D who offers to achieve  , and that if D
commits to it, then  will be workable for  .
>
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The offer of a dependency implies that the dependee is able to achieve  .
 De:

>

F
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We take ability to mean that the actor has a routine for achieving  .

 Ae:
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In order for a dependency to work, we need two assumptions. We need that the
dependee D not only be able to produce  (have a routine), but that  is workable for
D (i.e., the routine be workable). This is the role of commitment. Commitment bridges
the gap between ability and workability. We call this the Workability Commitment
Assumption – depender  believes that if dependee D is able to achieve  and it commits
to some depender to achieve  , then  is workable for D .
 WCA: 8:  uG6D  A51]VY|SE:6D  |  A-,.6D  AI

We also need what we call the Workability Transfer Assumption, which says that if

 is workable for D and D commits to produce  for  , then  becomes workable for  .
 WTA: 8:  E36D { A21J6D  A
 -,.  A}
These assumptions are asserted in the belief context of  the depender. Beliefs

are part of the rationale network in the SR model, and are supported by evidence via
rationale links [38].
In the above, we have only addressed the opportunity aspect of a dependency. The
vulnerability aspect of dependency relationships is also characterized axiomatically. The
axioms for open, committed, and critical dependency (on the depender side) are based
on how badly the depender is affected if the dependum is not delivered. The details
are given in [38]. Reference [5] provides a formal scheme for generating a network of
softgoal nodes and links and for evaluating softgoal statuses.
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Fig. 6. A partial schema, showing task decomposition links and some classes of dependency links



The framework is embedded in the conceptual modelling language Telos [22]. In
doing so, we obtain an object-oriented representational framework, with classification,
generalization, aggregation, attribution, and time. The extensibility of Telos, due to its
metaclass hierarchy and treatment of attributes as full-fledged objects, facilitates the
embedding of new modelling features.
Figure 6 presents a partial schema for the SR model. (A schema for the SD model
has been presented in an earlier paper [37].) The middle section of the figure deals
with task decomposition links and their corresponding dependency links. A task can
be decomposed into subgoals, subtasks, resources and softgoals. Each of these have a
dependency link counterpart. The dependee actor is attached as an attribute of the link
from the task to its dependum. This permits a dependum to have multiple dependees.
An incoming dependency is a link from an actor to a dependum, with the depender
represented as an attribute on the link. Figure 6 only shows the one for goal class
(attribute Y`/A\SWSAYS ), the others are similar.
The left-hand section of Figure 6 shows relationships among means-ends links, rules
and routines. Means-ends links have a purpose and a how. Each type of means-ends
link is a specialization of this, with different types of intentional element as purpose
and how. For brevity, the figure only shows the Goal-Task and Resource-Task types
of means-ends links. A rule is a specialization of a means-ends link, with the added
attribute of applicability condition. A routine is a specialization of a means-ends link,
with subroutine as an additional attribute.
For modelling complex organizational relationships, actors are specialized into
agents, roles, and positions (top right corner of Figure 6). Agents occupy positions;
a position covers a number of roles; roles are played by agents.
The following is a sample of how the dependencies of an actor may be coded in
Telos. The syntax is slightly simplified for presentation.
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M<<<CMM/<A0M</A*A!J*¡MM¢<M<<<
£A*¤<¥
M¢<<¦M/¨§M§2©ª<¢«<«\{M
¢<§5¬*M«M®M<¯<§M*M§2°{/¬0*<«Y±
£A*¤<¥L§M/M§M<
<2¬²MA*M
³<<¦
<¢´<<M¢<<¦¨/µM§<§5©ª<¢«<«\{M
¢<§¶¬*M«M®M<¯<§¨M§<M¢«M<·5°+Y¬0{M{«\±
£A*¤<¥L§M/M§M<
<2¬²MA*M
³<<¦
M¢<<¦M/¨§M2©¸<¢«<«\{<M§
§M<2¬*M«M®M¦M<A+¹M<§'°{Y¬º*<«\±
£A*¤<¥L§M/M§M<
¹<§<5¬¼»MM§M¢
³<<¦
M<½M¦M/¨§M2©¸<¢«<«\{<M§
M¹5¬¼¾M<<A{¹MS*M{«
£A*¤<¥L§M/M§M<
M¹<5¬¼¾M<<A{¹Y0M
³<<¦
M<<¢MM<¦¨/µM§<§5©ª<¢«<«\{M
\Y¬²MM/<AºMA+M´M¢
£A*¤<¥L§M/M§M<
M¹<5¬¼¾M<<A{¹Y0M
¶¬²M<<¢<MMM·¨¿/
³<<¦
³<<¦

An example of rule representation is as follows.
M<<<CM/¯<§M<®<·³<À<<·¨Mµ«¡*O¾/<
£A*¤<¥
<M/¢<<
¢<§5¬*M«M®M<¯<§M*M§2°{/¬0*<«Y±
/¢Á
<2¬G¯<§M<»Y*M¨/AdM<³ÀM<¨·MM{«
</A*<¿\!A{·<<¢M§/{Y{¢
À/<M·M<«<M¨¥M<§M2¬ÃÂ¡A0«</<MMµ/<2°6¢§Y±vM§ÅÄ<¢ÁMÆ/MY+<·5°)¢§Y±vÂ
³<<¦
M<<<]¯<§M<»Y*<M<AºM³<ÀMM·¨Mµ«¡*O¤M<½MM<<<
£A*¤<¥
M¢<<¦M
<<¢<§5¬²*M«M®M<¯<§M<§'°{Y¬º*<«\±
£A*¤<¥L§M/M§M<
/<2¬ÇMM/<A0<<³À/*<M·M*M«
³<<¦
³<<¦
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M<<<L¯<§M<®<·</¢µ/]*O¤M<½MM<<<
£A*¤<¥
<¿MM¢<<
¹<´5¬Ç»MM§M¢<ÈM¢<¨§5°)¹§<5¬É»M{M§M¢5©+Y¬0{Mµ«\±
<¿MM<½
</¢2¬ÇM<<</¢<¯§M
M<<¢MM<
·¶¬ÇÊM<<<¢Á<MM
³<<¦

6

Discussion

The modelling of actor relationships extends traditional conceptual modelling techniques, such as E-R modelling, by explicitly dealing with the intentional and strategic
dimension inherent in most business and organizational domains. The conceptual modelling approach to software engineering and information system development emphasizes the need to represent and utilize pertinent knowledge to support each phase of
development and on-going evolution [23]. The
framework aims to add to this line
of research ([12, 22, 16, 24, 5, 26]) by elaborating on the link between business redesign and technical system development. The eventual aim is to have a comprehensive
development support environment spanning from business and organization design to
software implementation.
Tools can be developed to manage the potentially large body of knowledge involved
in a reengineering effort, and to supporting reasoning with them. Libraries of knowledge
containing case experiences and general principles can be collected, organized, and
applied to new cases with computer support. This knowledge would also facilitate
on-going software and business process evolution.
The framework draws on concepts of social organization from organization theory
(e.g., [21, 30]), adapts formal agent modelling techniques from AI (e.g., [6, 32], which
in turn draws on work in logic dealing with intentional concepts), and builds on existing
conceptual modelling frameworks ([12, 22]).
Although a number of basic concepts of the framework are derived from AI concepts,
the framework differs from AI frameworks in several significant ways. While AI aims to
create computer programs or agents (e.g., robots) which are capable of solving problems
on their own, our focus is on modelling and designing the network of relationships
among social actors. Instead of focusing on the “operational” aspect of agents (e.g.,
proving the consequences of planned actions), we take a strategic view of actors’
relationships and their reasoning about these relationships. The strategic view is less
concerned about detail, and more concerned about broader issues such as opportunities
and vulnerabilities, and the implications that each alternative process design might have
for various stakeholders and participants. We allow a high degree of incompleteness
in the modelling of tasks and routines. We do not require goals to be fully reduced to
primitive actions, and rely instead on a notion of workability. We adopt a qualitative
reasoning approach to allow many types of issues and concerns to be dealt with (as
softgoals) within a single framework.
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The framework is intended to provide interactive support for actors’ reasoning in
their design efforts, not to fully automate the design process. This framework may be
seen as a specialization of design rationales and decision support frameworks (e.g.,
[28, 19, 5]) by providing an ontology for dealing more specifically with organization
modelling and design. The qualitative reasoning scheme of [5] for dealing with nonfunctional requirements in software development is adapted and applied to organization
modelling, complementing the functional components of the framework (goals, tasks,
and resources). The three types of functional intentional elements are derived from the
three basic ontological categories supported by the requirements modelling language
RML [12] – assertion, activity, and entity.
The enterprise modelling framework of [3] also makes extensive use of conceptual
modelling techniques to model business goals and rationales behind information system development. The need to understand “why,” and to deal with fuzzy, informal, and
non-functional issues are emphasized. The “process handbook” project [20] also uses
conceptual modelling to organize knowledge for reengineering. Our framework emphasizes the multi-agent, organizational dimension of business (and private) objectives, and
provides
 a model of organizational structure based on intentional dependencies. (The
name refers to the “distributed intentionality” perspective offered by the framework.)
In the requirements engineering area, the goal-oriented, “composite system design” approach makes use of means-ends reasoning to derive requirements from overall
system goals (e.g., [8, 11]), where the overall system includes humans and computer
systems. Global goals are decomposed and reduced primarily in a top-down fashion,
until they can be assigned to agents. Our framework emphasizes a distributed, modelling
approach. We assume that requirements engineering often has to deal with organizations with existing work patterns and therefore desires and interests that are (already)
distributed, rather than centrally or globally specified. Distributed desires and interests need to be modelled (through an inquiry process) in the form of an intentional
structure (the SD model). The means-ends reasoning also needs to be distributed (the
SR model). Our framework is therefore more readily applied to the business process
re-engineering context, which presupposes existing processes and associated organizational constraints. However, multi-perspective approaches are also being developed in
requirements engineering (e.g., [27]).
In our earlier papers on reengineering, we have illustrated how the intentional
nature of the SD model is able to highlight important differences between business
processes that are hard to express in conventional, non-intentional workflow models
[35]. Reference [36] presented an early, informal version of the SR model, which we
have developed more fully and formally in this paper.
The modelling of software processes also has commonalities with the modelling
of business processes. One framework that uses conceptual modelling to advantage is
[17]. However, a majority of software process models tend to be intended for process
execution or enaction in some process-centred software
engineering environment (the
 
framework for software process
technology infrastructure). We have proposed the
modelling to emphasize the need to understand and support the design or redesign of
software processes and their embedding organization [37].
In our earlier papers, the SD model was called the Actor Dependency model. The
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SR model was separated into a Functional Rationales model and a Non-Functional
Rationales model.

7

Conclusion

E-R modelling has made important contributions to the conceptual modelling field since
its introduction almost two decades ago [4]. It has proved to be a useful technique despite
its simple ontology. As information system applications become more sophisticated,
conceptual modelling needs to deal with richer domains with specialized ontologies
[13]. One example is the need to deal with the modelling of organizations, as in business
process reengineering.
Reengineering presents considerable challenges. On the one hand, there is promise
of potentially dramatic benefits in organizational effectiveness. On the other hand, it
involves substantial efforts and risks. Many factors can influence outcome. During the
process modelling and re-design phase, one would like to have a careful and thorough
examination of all relevant issues, take into account input from all stakeholders, jointly
explore alternatives, and anticipate problems as much as possible.
Conceptual modelling techniques can be invaluable in providing clear representation of the key domain concepts and issues during a reengineering effort. Knowledge
about the domain can be organized using structuring mechanisms such as classification,
generalization, aggregation, and time. However, a richer ontology beyond traditional
entity/relationship/attribute concepts would be helpful for addressing the specific needs
of process modelling and reasoning.
We have proposed one approach which emphasizes that organizations are made up
of strategic, intentional actors. The Strategic Dependency model allows the modelling
of how strategic actors relate to each other intentionally, while the Strategic Rationale
model allows modelling of the means-ends reasoning the actors have about different
potential ways of relating to each other for accomplishing work.
Our work is still at an exploratory stage. The modelling framework has been applied
to examples from the literature in several areas, but has yet to be tested in actual
use. Tools to support the framework remain to be implemented, although some of
the underlying components already exist (Telos [22], NFR Assistant [5, 26]). Further
conceptual development would include exploration of other types of actor relationships.
As information systems [7] as well as human organizations [29] progress increasingly toward cooperative and distributed, networked configurations, it is becoming ever
more important to have models that can help reason how complex, interlinked systems
contribute to business and
  organizational objectives. The “distributed intentionality”
perspective taken by the framework offers one approach for modelling and reasoning
about the complex interactions among information system components and humans in
distributed, evolving business processes.
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